What we present in this article is a tool that can help both speed, systematize, and assess the process of case selection for scholars seeking to use the comparative method. In this short essay, we introduce a web-based application that can easily identify most and least similar cases from a researcher's dataset. To highlight the need for this application, we begin by reviewing the challenge of case selection in comparative case study research designs. We conclude this essay by illustrating the use of this web-based application to identify cases for comparative analysis.
What to compare?
The strength of both statistical and qualitative research designs hinges in large part on the process of case selection. A random selection of cases (or a systematic selection of cases that approximates the population) can produce reliable inferential statistics that allow for findings of a sample to be generalized to the larger population. For this reason, large-N statistical studies are better suited to establish the generalizability of findings to a population than are small-N qualitative studies (King et al, 1994: 67; Lijphart, 1971: 691) , but the reliability of inferences made in statistical analysis is closely linked to the process of case selection.
'The strength of both statistical and qualitative research designs hinges in large part on the process of case selection.'
The strength of small-N research designs is also tied to the processes of case selection. Of course, case selection in small-N research designs is not aimed at generalization to a larger population (George and Bennett, 2004: 30-31; Yin, 2003: 10) through the generation of inferential statistics. Rather, the small-N designs help advance theory by exploring cases that offer a useful combination of representativeness and causal leverage. The identification of cases that offer useful social scientific insights often requires careful reflection on the part of the researcher to pair cases with an effective design or a design with appropriately positioned cases (Gerring, 2007: 144-150 ).
In particular, comparative method designs (i.e. most similar and most different designs) hinge on the selection of cases that provide the needed variation across cases on independent, dependent, and control variables. 5 A researcher may be able to readily identify cases that possess the needed variation on the independent and dependent variables, but social scientists are rarely so fortunate to have the desired variation on all relevant control variables as well. The world is not arranged in a way that makes life easy for the social scientist, and cases are rarely available that have the patterns of similarity and difference that would allow for interesting comparisons. Indeed, this is the source of much of the pessimism regarding the comparative method (Glynn and Ichino, 2016; Durkheim, 1982; Mill, 1872 ). Yet, acknowledging that comparative research designs are limited by the cross-case variation only increases the importance of careful case selection and transparency. A comparative case study design may be imperfect, but there is still much to be gained by selecting cases that produce the strongest design possible.
'... The world is not arranged in a way that makes life easy for the social scientist, and cases are rarely available that have the patterns of similarity and difference that would allow for interesting comparisons.' Scholars employing large-N research designs are able to demonstrate the strength of their designs by clearly laying out the process of case selection. These designs are judged on the extent to which the selection process excludes systematic or research induced sampling bias. For quantitative studies the selection process would, ideally, produce a sample that is a random subset of the population. In small-N studies, researcher bias is more difficult to exclude. The researcher must be intimately involved in selecting cases, giving careful consideration to variation on independent, dependent and control variables.
Compounding matters further, there is no standard guide for identifying, which control variables should be included or prioritized in a selection of cases. What to control for is necessarily a theoretical question. In a symposium on the comparative method Przeworski notes that there is often important confounders that scholars need to be conscious of when engaging in case selection. He recommends a counter-factual approach to identify potentially complicating dimensions of a comparison, but a counter-factual approach forces the researcher to rely upon existing theoretical understandings to guide her assessment of what is a salient confounding factor and what is of less import (Kohli et al, 1995: 18-19) .
Nor are there standard guidelines for how differences between cases should be measured or how much weight should be given to each variable (Ragin et al, 1996) . Other constraints such as data availability, language barriers, and resource limitations further complicate this process of case selection. Thus, the researcher necessarily becomes central to the selection of specific cases for comparison. This, in turn, leaves small-N studies open to the charge of 'cherry picking. ' Fearon and Laitin (2008: 758) describe the problem bluntly but perceptively: 'If one is selecting a few cases from a larger set, why this one and not another? Why shouldn't the reader be suspicious about selection of 'good cases' if no explanation is given for the choice?' This critique can be easily addressed when the total number of cases is quite small. A researcher can describe the criteria for exclusion or inclusion of each potential case. However, when the number of available cases is large, it is a harder to justify the focus on one pair of cases rather than another.
Concerns over cherry picking can undercut even the most meticulous scholarship. Consequently, case selection is a hugely vexing problem in comparative case study research, and there is no clear answer for how to resolve this problem. Several proposals have been put forward, but there is no consensus on how to proceed. Our task in this essay is not to adjudicate between one approach and another. There are many ways in which case studies can be used, and each research question poses different challenges and opportunities. Rather, we hope to provide scholars who wish to employ comparative case studies as a central or supporting part of their research design with a simple and systematic way of answering Fearon and Laitin's question, 'Why this one and not another?'
Recent proposals for case selection
To avoid the conscious or unconscious 'cherry picking' of cases, there have been multiple attempts to offer more systematic strategies for case selection. Sambanis (2004b) and Gerring (2001) offer innovative strategies for working with within a regression context. These strategies have been used to strong effect by Dafoe and Kelsey (2014) and by DeRouen et al (2010) . Fearon and Laitin (2008) propose a stratified random selection of cases. However, there has been considerable push back against the idea of random selection for case studies (Freedman, 2008, 4-6; Seawright and Gerring, 2008; Yin, 2003 48; King et al, 1994, 124-128) , but it is not fully clear how else to proceed. For example, Yin recommends a two-stage process in which the researcher first identifies the pool of relevant cases and then whittles down the pool by 'defining some relevant criteria for either stratifying or reducing the number of candidates.' This advice encourages a systematic process but does not offer guidance on what a systematic process might look like or how to compellingly communicate that processes to others. In fairness, any attempt to devise an ideal selection processes for case study designs is likely to break down. There is a gap between the ideal and practice in the conduct of research. Contentious researchers are often forced to rely upon systematic but imperfect methods and approaches. 6 Probably the most comprehensive efforts to develop systematic processes for case selection in situations where a large number of potential cases is available can be seen in the work of Gerring (2007) and Seawright and Gerring (2008) . For comparative case study designs, Seawright and Gerring recommend the use of statistical techniques such as propensity matching to identify cases that are assigned similar predicted values by regression models.
7 Yet, this approach implies that similarity rests on a probabilistic logic rather than the necessary and sufficient conditions logic more often associated with the comparative method (Ragin, 2014) . This is important because cases might arrive at similar propensity scores through very different mechanisms. Consider a wealthy state with high literacy rates but weak traditions of rule of law and deep ethnic cleavages. This state might have a similar propensity for democracy as a poor state with low literacy rates but ethnic homogeneity and a politics long dominated by the rule of law. From a statistical worldview, these two states might appear quite similar in regard to the likelihood of democratization. Yet, from a necessary and sufficient conditions logic these cases could not be more different. Indeed, the example might be better suited to a most different case design than a most similar case design. The necessary and sufficient conditions approach to comparative designs expects that cases will align appropriately on each specific dimension. Nielsen (2016) is similarly critical of the propensity scores approach, pointing out that many suggestions for matching encourage case study researchers to adopt a 'statistical world view. ' Nielsen further echoes our concerns that many proposals for matching were developed by statisticians to facilitate large-N analysis and were not designed to extract a small number of cases that would be best suited for further exploration in comparative case designs. The one prominent exception to this approach is Coarsened Exact Matching (see Iacus et al, 2012) . This approach ensures that cases align on all dimensions by restructuring variables into a limited number of categories. While this approach preserves the logic of the comparative method, it introduces a degree of measurement error. Thus, we believe that there is space for additional strategies and tools that offer both transparent and systematic case selection as well as ease of use for qualitative researchers looking to apply Mill's logics of difference and concurrence. Gerring (2004) offers a useful typology of case study designs. He notes that case study designs provide variation either over time or across cases or both. The comparative method primarily relies on across case variation (cross sectional or sub-unit). Thus, the effective pairing of cases is essential to an effective comparative method design. Yet, a scholar beginning with a dataset including 194 countries cannot hope to systematically evaluate which cases are actually similar and which are not. The task is simply too gargantuan. Out of 194 countries, we find 18,721 unique dyads (pairs of cases). Even the commonly recommended strategies of selecting cases from within regions (Peters, 1998: 74-79) or within sub-units of a state (Snyder, 2001) do not really simplify the task of comparison. A systematic evaluation of the 50 states in the U.S. would be a significant undertaking. Even when datasets are available, identifying the most similar dyads across three or four variables pushes the limits of what an individual can manage with traditional data management systems. Statistical techniques such as propensity matching or cluster analysis may help, but as noted earlier these techniques were not ontologically aligned with comparative case study research designs and may have steep learning curves for nonquantitatively oriented scholars (see Freedman, 2008: 4 To help facilitate the process of identifying similar and different dyads from within a dataset, we have developed a web application: the Case Selector (available through the author's faculty webpages at their current institutions, http://und.edu/faculty/brian.urlacher).
A new tool and new metrics
8 This application compares dyads across a number of user-determined variables for every dyad in a dataset. The application then produces a new dataset with identifying information for the cases in each dyad and measures of similarity for the dependent variable, independent variables, and for control variables. When running the Case Selector, users can upload their own datasets and input three types of variables. Users may include multiple controls along with independent and or dependent variables. The inclusion of variables is often a function of data availability, but it is also closely related to the purpose of a case study design. As Gerring and Cojocaru (2016) argue, a design aimed a hypothesis generation should include a relevant battery of control variables and a dependent variable. A design aimed at assessing a hypothesis would ideally include a solid battery of controls as well as the relevant dependent and independent variables.
Measuring differences
The Case Selector follows the practices of earlier computational case selection programs (Nielsen, 2016; Yang et al, 2003) . Differences between cases are measured using Mahalanobis distances. Mahalanobis distances solve both the question of measuring distance and the weighting of cases in that distances between values for individual cases in the matrix X for dimensions i and j. These linear distances are weighted by the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of the covariance matrix S, which is composed of the variables being compared.
9 This adjusts the distances (or differences between the values of different cases across variables) to account for variables that may be correlated. See Eq. 1.
Up to three sets of Mahalanobis distances can be calculated as part of the analysis of a single dataset. When data are available, distances are calculated for the dependent variable (d D), the independent variable(s) (d I), and for control variables (d C). These distances are recorded for each dyadic combination in a dataset and can be used on their own to evaluate cases for appropriateness in a most similar or most different case study design. Yet, these distances can also be combined into composite scores that allow for a ranking of cases in terms of their appropriateness for most similar and most different designs.
For most similar designs, researchers seek to maximize distances on both the dependent and independent variables with minimal distances on the control variables. Equation 2 translates the three distances into a similarity score. This score is higher when a dyad has properties desirable in a most similar comparative case study design and lower values when there is less divergence in independent and dependent variables or greater divergence in control variables.
For most different designs, a desirable combination of cases will have nearly identical values for both the dependent and independent variables but will be highly divergent on all control variables. A difference score is provided in Eq. 3. This difference score takes on greater values when the numerator, which is simply the Mahalanobis distance for control variables, is large and the denominator is small, which occurs when the Mahalanobis distances for both the independent and dependent variables are small.
Potential applications
The Case Selector produces a list of all the possible dyads in a dataset, along with the differences between cases on a dependent, independent, and control variables. Gerring and Cojocaru (2016) note that depending on the purpose of a comparative case study design a researcher might wish to focus on different pairings of control, independent, or dependent variables. The Case Selector facilitates this process with graphing options. In addition to being able to easily graph the differences between pairs of cases, the Case Selector allows for all comparisons to be graphed or a subset of dyads involving a specific case. So, how might this data be used? There are at least three ways in which this information can aid in the process of case selection: (1) identifying suitable dyads for further study, (2) identifying a good match for a case already selected, and (3) evaluating a pair of pre-selected cases.
To identify suitable dyads for further study, a researcher would begin by identifying as broad a sample of potential cases as possible. Armed with this list, the researcher should identify potentially relevant control variables. After assembling a dataset of relevant cases and relevant variables (or identifying a pre-existing dataset), the researcher can load this dataset into the Case Selector.
10 Variables for inclusions should be entered and output generated. 11 After running the Case Selector and generating comparisons of all possible dyads, the researcher can select the most similar (or most different) cases for preliminary investigation. This preliminary investigation might be aimed at identifying cases that have the needed variation on variables that are not included in the dataset, or it might be aimed at judging the feasibility of studying specific cases.
To identify a good match for a case already selected, the same process would be followed. When sorting the output from the Case Selector, the researcher would first separate out dyads that contain the case already selected for study. Within this sub group the researcher can further whittle the list down by sorting for most similar (or most different) cases.
To evaluate a pair of cases already selected, the researcher would generate dyad comparisons, sort the dyads, and then identify the rank of the pre-selected dyad within the larger dataset of dyads. This allows for the researcher to evaluate his or her case selection. If a dyad ranks in the top 10 percent of most similar dyads (or most different, depending on the desired design), then this would make for a stronger design than a selection of cases in the top 20 percent of dyads. Being able to precisely communicate where a combination of cases falls within the universe of possible combinations is a critical piece of information for addressing the cherry-picking charge.
An illustration
Each of the three uses of the Case Selector that we have proposed above is illustrated here using two recent studies of civil war violence against civilians. Reed M. Wood's (2010) Weinstein's study provides an excellent application of the most similar case comparative method. For his analysis, he selects two pairs of rebel groups for study. The first pairing is between Uganda's National Resistance Army (NRA) and Mozambique's Renamo. The second pairing involves two factions of Sendero Luminoso in Peru. Weinstein notes divergent behaviour, particularly in the use of violence against civilians, and identifies a potential cause: the availability of economic and social resources that shapes the organizational development of rebel groups.
As with all matching procedures, the first step is to work through key conceptual and theoretical aspects of the research question. Basic questions related to the potential scope of a phenomena are critically important to address. In practice, scope questions often get resolved by the structure of existing datasets. In the analysis of Weinstein's case selection, we draw on the Uppsala Conflict Data Program's (UCDP) data. This decision imposes temporal and conceptual limitations, but these limitations are reasonably well understood and the potential consequences of case selection in civil wars has been debated and discussed (Sambanis, 2004a; Kuperman, 2004) .
A second conceptual challenge that researchers must resolve is the selection of variables on which to match. As with model specification in a quantitative context, theoretically salient variables should not be excluded from a model, but there are also undesirable consequences of deploying 'kitchen sink models' (Schrodt, 2014) . This problem is no less salient in a qualitative context where researchers must identify what dimensions of similarity or difference are salient. The inclusion of theoretically irrelevant variables can have the effect of eliminating otherwise viable comparisons. However, the failure to incorporate theoretically salient variables can yield comparisons that make for a weak comparative design.
For this reason, one might conclude that the specification of selection criteria is potentially even more critical in comparative case study designs than statistical models. Without an error term, algorithm based selections processes have no easy way to incorporate the uncertainty of stochastic processes or the effect of factors not explicitly incorporated into an analysis. It is here that the comparative method research must necessarily turn back into the realm of the researcher's judgement. Identified a set of criteria for selection does not serve as a substitute for rigorous knowledge of a topic and at least rudimentary knowledge of the details of specific cases. Researcher's still need to identify and weigh potentially relevant factors that were either not incorporated into the initial selection process or were poorly measured. Thus, we stress that the Case Selector (or any other selection algorithm) should be viewed as a tool for managing complexity and not as the case study equivalent of regression output.
Rather than attempting to argue for the inclusion or exclusion of specific variables, we defer to the literature on civilian targeting in civil war. 13 We draw on a statistical model of rebel group violence against civilians developed by Reed M. Wood (2010) to guide our decision on which variables to include.
14 Wood uses the UCDP one-sided violence data and tests a wide range of competing hypotheses that have been offered to explain the use of violence against civilians. Wood (2010) provides a detailed discussion of the operationalization of these variables in his article, so we will not discuss operationalization here.
A third conceptual problem to address is how to handle the temporal aspect of panel data. Data that is organized around a country-year or a conflict-year, often has multiple observations per case. In a regression context, these additional cases provide useful information. Similarly, in case study designs temporal information often supplies useful variation; however, the primary source of variation in comparative designs derives from the across case comparisons. Identifying across case variation can be obscured when there are multiple observations of the same case. It is rarely useful from the perspective of the comparative method that the closest match to a case is that same case in the preceding year.
Thus, some technique is needed to collapse the temporal information in datasets. An averaging of variables across time might make sense in situations where change over time is not theoretically salient.
15 Alternatively, researchers might opt for data from the year before the start of temporal processes. If researchers do seek to incorporate time as a salient feature of a comparative deign, we recommend considering two approaches for highlighting temporal variation in a way that reduces the multiple observations per case. First, researchers might incorporate the observed difference within each case between the minimum and maximum values on variables of interest. Second, a researcher might take the difference between a start point of some processes and an end point, essentially a pre-post treatment comparison. We offer no prescriptions for how researchers should approach the problem of case selection from panel data beyond the advice that researchers should be guided by theory and that researchers should be transparent in the decisions that they make.
To this end, we opted to collapse temporal information in Wood's data by averaging. Many of the variables are either static over time (conflict area, density, conflict type, and availability of lootable resources). Others are relatively slow to change (conflict duration, log of GDP per capita). Yet, some variables, particularly those related to conflict severity and the use of violence by the government, have potentially important variation over time. Before adopting a specific pairing of cases, a researcher should examine the temporal patterns for potentially salient shifts in these variables over time.
Identifying most similar cases
This analysis of the UCDP one-sided violence data includes 179 different rebel groups, which produces 15,931 dyads for comparison. To identify cases that would be strong candidates for a most similar case with a different outcomes research design, we began by sorting dyads from smallest to largest in terms of the similarity score. Table 1 presents strong candidates for a most similar case design. Several of the dyads in Table 1 involve two rebel groups from the same country. A number of other dyads are geographically proximate. This partially validates two strategies that comparative researchers have long used to control for differences between cases, namely comparing units within a single country (Gerring, 2004: 348; Snyder, 2001 ) and looking within regions (Dogan, 2009: 23; Lijphart, 1971: 688) for similar cases.
Identifying suitable matches
Weinstein observes two rebel factions within a single conflict in Peru. As shown above, this can be a powerful design, but it hinges on there being multiple groups or sub-units that can be observed that also have divergent outcomes. Had a split in Sendero Luminoso not occurred, Weinstein would potentially have needed to identify an additional case for comparison. When a case has already been selected, the Case Selector can aid in identifying a useful case for comparison. The same output file generated for the previous example, when manipulated in a slightly different way, can provide guidance in this process. We began looking for cases for comparison to Sendero Luminoso by selecting only dyads that include Sendero Luminoso. Within these dyads, we sorted dyads according to the similarity score from largest to smallest.
Again, geographic proximity seems to work as a potential control strategy for a wide variety of factors. Sendero Luminoso is quite similar to a number of other Latin American rebel groups including FARC, EPL, and ELN in Columbia, URNG in Guatemala, and FMLN in El Salvador. Unfortunately, for the purposes of case selection, these cases are also quite similar in terms of observed violence against civilians. To find comparable cases that offers the needed variation on the dependent variable, a geographically broader net needs to be cast. Figure 1 provides an illustration of the proximity of select rebel groups to Sendero Luminoso, which is located at the origin in Figure 1 . Three cases (Renamo, JVP, and the Khmer Rouge) cluster close to Sendero Luminoso near the origin. Along the horizontal axis, there are three cases that would be potential candidates for a most different case research design. The National Salvation Front, JEM, and UIFSA are highly divergent cases from Sendero Luminoso in terms of the 10 control variables identified in Wood's analysis. These cases are also quite similar to Sendero Luminoso in terms of one-sided violence.
The upper left corner of Figure 1 is where ideal pairings would be located for a most similar case design. There are three rebel groups that are potential contenders (AFDL, Serbian Irregulars, and UDCA/LRA). While the UDCA/LRA case is the most similar to Sendero Luminoso, it does not have as large a divergence on the dependent variable as is seen in both the AFDL and Serbian Irregular cases. These two cases, however, are a less good match in terms of control variables. While a researcher might opt to investigate one or all of the three cases in the upper left corner of the graph, the Case Selector aids in promoting transparency in the selection process by giving researchers a way to demonstrate the trade-offs inherent in selecting a workable comparative case.
Evaluating previously selected cases
A final potential application of the Case Selector is to evaluate cases that have already been selected. Data availability (or non-availability), access to informants, financial limitations, language skills, or security concerns may restrict the options researchers have for selecting cases. While this may not be ideal, it should not be assumed that comparative case study designs selected for practical reasons will automatically be weaker than cases selected more systematically. The degree of similarity or difference between cases is an empirical question and should be resolved with data.
To illustrate how this might work, we show how a single dyad compares against the entire range of potential dyads. In particular, Weinstein's comparison of Renamo in Mozambique and the NRA in Uganda is examined. Within the larger pool of 15,931 dyads, the NRA-Renamo dyad ranks 1708 for similarity in terms of control variables. This translates to 10.7 percent of dyads being more similar than the NRA-Renamo dyad and 89.3 percent of dyads being less similar. The NRA-Renamo dyad ranks 14,998 for the dependent variable when sorting from most similar to least similar. Thus 5.98 percent of dyads are more different in their outcomes than the NRARenamo dyad.
The NRA-Renamo dyad stacks up quite well against the pool of dyads available for study. The dyad achieves a relatively high level of similarity in terms of control variables and a notably high level of difference for the dependent variable. While there might be dyads that would offer greater control with similar levels of divergence on the dependent variable, the selection of the NRA-Renamo dyad would certainly be a defensible selection given the pool of dyads available.
Conclusion
This article has wrestled with a persistent problem in comparative case study design: identifying which cases to compare. This has been a long-standing challenge in the conduct of comparative case study research, but it is particularly relevant given the emerging consensus around value multi-method designs (Mahoney, 2010: 138) . 16 The Case Selector is one tool in a growing toolbox available to case study researchers to manage the information overload that occurs when selecting a strong combination of cases large number of potential cases. By no means do we believe that the Case Selector will be the definitive or even optimal solution to the problem of case selection. The Case Selector adds to the toolbox of available techniques, which includes propensity scores, coarsened exact matching, and others. Each proposed method necessarily contains limitations and challenges. Still, a more flexible and user-friendly toolbox of case selection techniques is critical in promoting greater transparency in the process of case selection.
Utilizing the Case Selector, or a similar technique, encourages researchers to declare explicitly which controls are used and how they are measured. While this is a very basic element of case selection, it is often glossed over in the communication of case study design. 17 Researchers can also describe more precisely how a dyad compares against other possible dyads. Precise statements about what percentage of cases are more or less similar in terms of independent, dependent, and control variables can help to assuage concerns that cases were 'cherry picked' by the researcher and thus should be treated as suspect. We see clear metrics of similarity and difference as vital to communicating strong comparative case designs, and we see this as our primary contribution to the comparative method. The development of similarity and difference scores as described in this project could greatly enhance the assessment of case selection, particularly when data exists for all relevant control, independent, and dependent variables.
'... Precise statements about what percentage of cases are more or less similar in terms of independent, dependent, and control variables can help to assuage concerns that cases were 'cherry picked' by the researcher.'
The Case Selector has several advantages related to accessibility over other approaches to case selection and identification that have been proposed. First, the application was designed for case study researchers. This is not an added function to an existing statistical package, nor is it a statistical technique that can be re-worked to provide information useful in case selection. Rather, this web application is designed specifically to provide information to researchers looking for most similar and most different dyads. Consequently, the learning curve for the Case Selector is significantly reduced. Second, the method is designed to be user friendly. The Case Selector is built as a webpage that allows intuitive 'drag and drop' placement of variables and drop down menus for selecting options.
Of course, the Case Selector would not be an appropriate tool to use in every situation. If the pool of potential cases is quite small, the researcher could perform a systematic comparison of dyads without the use of the Case Selector. Alternatively, a researcher might opt to study all of the cases available. In addition, a careful application of the Case Selector requires that a welldeveloped dataset be available or that it can be created. The Case Selector may not be useful in the initial phase of a research program when data collection efforts are in the early stages. On the other hand, research programs that have been underway for years are likely to have well developed datasets available that cover many theoretically salient control variables. Under these conditions, the Case Selector can help facilitate more careful case selection and ideally can help to improve the usefulness of the comparative case study research design as a tool in the social scientist's methodological toolbox. Indeed, the Case Selector has potential to open up new lanes
